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Abstract
Carbon trading is an effective market emission reduction mechanism. In order to formulate effective
market policy, it is necessary to access a deep understanding of carbon trading policy implementation.
So based on the panel data of 30 regions in China from 2001 to 2016, we investigated the factors of
carbon emissions through LMDI decomposition approach, and then discuss the effect of policy
implementation in eight pilots using synthetic control methods. The main conclusions are as follows:
The distribution tendency of carbon emissions in China is obviously high in the east and low in the west,
and the proportion of these regions’ emissions to the total are respectively around 48.7%, 34.0% and
17.3%. The total carbon emissions effect can be divided into five parts, which respectively are energy
structure, energy intensity, economic development, urbanization and population size. The gap between
real and synthetic carbon emissions in each pilot is enlarged after implementation. The probability of
the real policy effect is 4.35%, which at a 5% significant level refuses the original assumption that
there is no policy effect, and shows that the carbon trading policy can effectively reduce emissions and
achieve the goal of total control.

Keywords: carbon emissions, carbon trading, implementation effect, LMDI decomposition, synthetic
control methods

Introduction
Compared with the means of administrative order
control, the mechanism of market-oriented emission
reduction has the advantages of saving transaction
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costs, weakening political resistance, promoting
technical innovation and mobilizing the enthusiasm
of economic subjects [1-4]. The focus of the debate
on market-oriented emission reduction mechanisms is
on which is more effective between price control and
quantity control [5, 6]. In theory, they are equivalent
under deterministic conditions [7]. But in practice,
uncertainty and market defects make them significantly
different [8, 9]. As an effective quantitative control tool,
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emission trading has its long-term advantages gradually
highlighted in environmental governance [10, 11]. The
essence of emission trading is to take pollution as a
negative external problem, and then achieve emission
abatement through the internalization of external costs.
Recently, carbon trading is one of the mainstream
flexible mechanisms in global climate governance, and
it can achieve effective emission reduction at a lower
cost.
As the largest carbon emitter in the world, China has
carried out pilot carbon trading in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangdong, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Hubei, Chongqing and
Fujian, while launching the national unified carbon
market at the end of 2017. China's carbon market is
expected to become the world's largest carbon market,
surpassing the EU ETS. China clearly presents the goal
that ‟carbon intensity will be reduced by 40-45% by
2020 and 60-65% by 2030”. China has already achieved
the 2020 goal, and it is of great significance to achieve
the 2030 goal in order to build a perfect and unified
carbon market. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate
the policy implementation of carbon trading in the
operation of the pilots, which is of great significance
to formulate a perfect national unified carbon market
mechanism.
In fact, the most direct measurement of carbon
reduction is carbon emissions, and the factors of carbon
emissions can become the actual transmission path
of emissions. As for the factors of carbon emissions,
different scholars refer to different factors, such as
energy consumption, energy structure and economic
development [12]. The methods adopted by scholars
mainly focus on the structural decomposition method
[13-17], the exponential decomposition method [18-20]
and the self-set measurement model. In this paper, the
LMDI exponential decomposition method is mainly
used to decompose the main driving factors of carbon
emissions due to the advantages of LMDI, which can not
only completely decompose the object, but also cannot
be disturbed by the remaining problems. Moreover, it
can handle the problem of zero and negative values in
the data while being applicable to the analysis of most
cases.
Literature mainly discusses the effect of carbon
trading policy implementation from a macro
perspective. The application of methods to evaluate
the implementation of carbon trading mainly includes
the situation analysis method, CGE model, DEA
method, difference-in-difference (DID) method and a
combination method of PSM and DID. More and more
scholars have evaluated the policy effect of carbon
trading based on the computable general equilibrium
method, and believe that the application and promotion
of the carbon-trading market can effectively reduce
regional carbon emissions, promote regional economic
development and reduce costs of carbon abatement
[21-25]. In recent years, with the development of
experimental economics, research on the effect of policy
implementation by using quasi-natural experiments has
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emerged and has been used in carbon trading policy [2629]. The DID method needs to meet the four hypotheses,
including the common trend hypothesis, the common
interval hypothesis, the exogenous hypothesis and the
non-interactive effect hypothesis. Only in this case can
this method effectively identify the policy intervention
effect. The common trend hypothesis is the key of DID.
It is a semi-parameter identification strategy because of
its functional dependence, so it is subjective. This paper
studies the effect of carbon market policy by using
the synthetic control method (SCM) from the macro
perspective. SCM, as an effective and objective policy
evaluation tool, can carry out the anti-fact structure to
the experimental group by giving the optimal weight
of the control group. After the policy intervention, the
difference between the experimental group and the
control group is the effect of the policy intervention.
This approach can make up for the deficiency of DID.
And there is no literature currently to evaluate the
implementation of carbon trading in China using the
method combining LMDI and SCM, which not only
investigates the implementation of carbon trading
objectively, but also completely decomposes the carbon
emissions.
Therefore, this paper actually proposes a more
systematic research framework as follows. Based on
the panel data of energy consumption in 30 regions
of China, this paper first measures carbon emissions
in each region, and then decomposes driving factors
of carbon emissions using the LMDI method. Finally,
the inverse facts are simulated by SCM using the
decomposed driving factors, and the counter-fact
of the pilot carbon market experimental group is
synthesized by using the weight of the control group.
So it can judge the implementation effect of carbon
market policy and provide empirical support for the
formulation of more effective carbon market policy in
the future.

Methodology and Data
Variable Selection and Data Source
Energy consumption: The main source of carbon
emissions is fossil energy consumption, so it uses
energy consumption in regions. Data is from the China
Energy Statistics Yearbook.
Carbon emissions: Carbon emissions are calculated
by the following step. First deduct industrial use as raw
materials, and thermal power processing conversion
and thermal energy processing conversion from various
energy consumption, and then multiplied by carbon
emission coefficients. Data is from the China Energy
Statistics Yearbook and the IPCC National Greenhouse
Gas Inventory Guide.
Energy structure: Given that coal is still the main
fossil fuel for energy consumption, a proportion of coal
consumption is used to indicate the energy structure.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for variables.
Vairable

Obs

Mean

Std.Dev.

Min

Max

Energy intensity

480

0.0001135

0.0002302

0

0.0020338

Economic development

480

17255.95

9554.967

5267.42

57691.7

Urbanization

480

0.8667246

0.2635148

0.1052559

1.732696

Population size

480

433.052

2612.268

523.1

10999

Energy structure

480

0.3256745

0.1444853

0

0.9441753

CO2

480

24968.7

68764.83

0

1434350

The higher the proportion of coal consumption, the
greater the carbon emissions, the more unfavorable to
control emissions. And the data are derived from the
China Energy Statistics Yearbook.
Energy intensity: the ratio of energy consumption to
economic development of the region. Energy intensity,
as a common index of energy comprehensive utilization
efficiency, not only reflects the economic and technical
efficiency of energy utilization, but also can be used to
compare the dependence of economic development on
energy in different regions. Reducing energy intensity
in the production process is the core goal of effectively
controlling carbon emissions [30]. It uses the proportion
of energy consumption to the disposable income of the
population to indicate energy intensity. Data is derived
from the China Energy Statistics Yearbook and the
China Household Survey Yearbook.
Economic development: The relationship between
economic development and carbon emissions has long
been the focus of scholars’ attention, which is mainly
discussed regarding the existence, shape and inflection
point of the environmental Kuznets curve [31-33]. So
economic development is an important driving factor of
carbon emissions. This paper uses per capita disposable
income to indicate the level of economic development,
and the data comes from the China Household Survey
Yearbook.
Urbanization rate: a common index of urbanization
level. China’s urbanization mode has changed from
the previous rapid but inefficient mode to the highquality mode whose services and free markets play
a greater role [34]. The promotion of urbanization
is very important to effectively control emissions.
This paper uses the proportion of urban population to
the total population at the end of the year to indicate
urbanization, and the data comes from the China Urban
Statistical Yearbook.
Population size: Carbon emissions from human
activities that exceed environmental carrying capacity
are the direct causes of global warming and climate
change. So population size is an important factor of
carbon emissions. The total population of the region
is used as a measure of population size, and the data
comes from the China Statistical Yearbook.
More details about the descriptive statistics for
variables can be seen in Table 1.

Model
A Model for Calculating Carbon Emissions
In this paper, the 2006IPCC guidelines for National
greenhouse Gas inventories prepared by the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) are used to estimate carbon emissions according
to the amount of fuel burned and the default emission
factors. Due to the incomplete data in Tibet, it selects
the relevant energy consumption data of 30 regions in
China from 2001 to 2016 to estimate carbon emissions.
Carbon emissions are the product of all kinds of energy
consumption and energy carbon emission coefficient.
The specific estimation methods are as follows:
(1)
(2)
…where CO2 is the total amount of carbon emissions.
i is a variety of energy fuels, i = 1,...,8, and they
represent eight kinds of energy fuels, respectively:
coal, coke, crude oil, gasoline, kerosene, diesel oil, fuel
oil and natural gas. ECi represents a variety of energy
consumption. In order to avoid double calculation, it
uses the energy balance table of 30 regions from 2001
to 2016 to eliminate the input, loss in the process of
energy and conversion as well as the part of industrial
production used as raw materials and materials in each
region year by year. Finally, the net energy consumption
of each region is obtained. NCVi is average low calorific
value of various sources of energy. CEFi is carbon
emission coefficients of various sources of energy. CCi
is the carbon content of the unit heat value of various
energy. COFi is carbon oxidation factor or carbon
oxidation rate of various energy. (44/12) is the molecular
weight ratio of carbon dioxide to carbon. The specific
reference values are shown in Table 2.
Decomposition Model of Influencing Factors
of Carbon Emission
According to Brännlund et al. [35], the basic
decomposition model is as follows:
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Table 2. Coefficient of carbon emissions from various of energies.
Energy categories

Raw
coal

Coke

Crude
oil

Gasoline

Fuel
oil

Natural
gas

Diesel
oil

Kerosene

Average low fever (KJ/kg)

20908

28435

41816

43070

41816

38931

42652

43070

Standard coal measures (kgce/kg)

0.7143

0.9714

1.4286

1.4714

1.4286

1.33

1.4571

1.4714

Carbon content per unit calorific value
(ton carbon / TJ)

26.37

29.5

20.1

18.9

21.1

15.3

20.2

19.5

Carbon oxidation rate

0.94

0.93

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.98

Carbon dioxide emission coefficient (kg-CO2/kg)

1.9003

2.8604

3.0202

2.9251

3.1705

2.1622

3.0959

3.0179

Source: data from China Energy Statistics Yearbook, IPCC National greenhouse Gas inventory guidelines

(3)
…where i = 1,2,...,30, respectively indicating the regions in the
sample. j = 1, …,8 respectively represent eight kinds of energy
sources, including coal, coke, crude oil, gasoline, kerosene,
diesel oil, fuel oil, and natural gas. DCij represents carbon
emissions from the consumption of category j energy in area
i. DEij represents the amount of j energy consumption in area
i; DEi represents regional energy consumption; Li represents
regional disposable income; Ri represents the number of
urban population at the end of the year; Pi represents the total
population of the region at the end of the year.

Order:

The underlying model can be represented as:
(4)
In the formula, Fj represents the carbon emission
coefficient of energy, and it is usually taken as a
constant. So in the process of decomposition, the
contribution value of Fj is always 0, and the contribution
rate is always 1, which cannot be used as a factor for
evaluation. Sij indicates the proportion of type j energy
consumption in area i to its total energy consumption,
that is, energy structure. PEi represents the amount of
energy spent on the purchase of disposable income by
the residents of region i, that is, energy intensity. Mi
represents regional per capita disposable income, that
is, economic development. Hi indicates the proportion
of urban population to the total population at the end of
the year, that is, urbanization rate. Pi expresses the total
population at the end of the region i, that is, population
size. Other symbols have the same meaning as formula
(3).
According to the need of this paper, the form
of additive decomposition is adopted in the LMDI
decomposition method. And the model can be expressed
as follows:

(5)
Evaluation Model of Carbon Trading Policy
Implementation Effect
In this paper, a new policy evaluation method
– synthetic control – is proposed by Abadie and
Gardeazabal [36] and Abadie et al. [37], which is
applied in evaluating the effectiveness of the pilot
carbon market in China.
The basic idea of the synthetic control method is as
follows. Although any individual in the control group is
not similar to the intervention group, a synthetic control
group is constructed by giving an individual weight
to each control group and a synthetic control group is
constructed after weighted average. The behavior of the
synthetic control group is very similar to that before
the policy intervention in the intervention group, so it
is expected that if there is no policy intervention in the
treatment group, the behavior of the intervention group
will still be very similar to that of the synthetic control
group. That is to say, the ex post factor results of the
synthetic control group can be used as the counter
factual results of the individuals in the intervention
group, and the difference between the treatment group
and the synthetic control group is the influence of
policy intervention.
Unlike the DID approach, there is only one
individual in the treatment group in SCM, usually a city,
region or country. The causal effect for an individual is
shown in formula (6).
(6)
Assume that area 1 is subject to policy intervention
after phase T0. i means the number of areas. t indicates
time. eff it represents the policy effect of region i in
period t, that is, the individual causality effect. Y1it
indicates the potential outcome of the individual i's
acceptance of policy intervention at the t period. Y0it
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represents the potential outcome of an individual
who is not subject to policy intervention during period
t. In addition, the intervention state of individual i in
period t is represented by Dit, where Dit = 1 is subject to
policy intervention during period t for an individual i,
otherwise takes 0. And it is shown in formula (7).

(12)
Synthetic control weight W
minimizes the following distance:

=

(w*2,...,w*N+1)'

(7)
Then the observation results of individual i in period
t can be expressed in formula (8).
(8)
The evaluated effect of the target policy is as
follows.

…where Y01t can be represented by the following factor
model, as shown in formula (9):

(13)
…where v is a symmetric positive definite matrix of
M*M, which is usually a diagonal matrix. Diagonal
element vm, m = 1,...,M, is a weight, which reflects the
relative importance in the difference of covariables
between the intervention group and the control group.
Xjm is the m covariate of individual j. The selection of
v1,...,vm reflects the prediction capability of the covariates,
and the matrix V that minimizes the prior mean square
prediction error (MSPE) can be selected, that is, select
V to minimize equation (14), thereby determining the
weight matrix W*.

(9)
…where the first term δt represents the time fixed effect,
and θiZi represents the observable vector, which is not
affected by policy intervention and does not change with
time. λiμi denotes the unobservable “interactive fixed
effect”, that is, the product of individual fixed effect and
time fixed effect [38]. εi denotes random disturbance
term, and other variables have the same meaning as
above.
The selection of weight W is the key to SCM.
Then consider the N*1 dimension weight vector
W = (w2,...,wN+1), which needs to satisfy wj≥0, j = 2,...,N+1,
and w2,...,wN+1 = 1. Each specific weight matrix vector
W represents a specific synthesis control, and for the W,
SCM shown in formula (10):

Fig. 1. Estimation of carbon emissions in sub-regions from 2001
to 2016.

(10)
Suppose there exists a weight W = (w*2,...,w*N+1)', so
that formula (11) is shown as follows:

(11)
T0

∑λ λ
'

If t =1 t n is not strange, there exists a relationship
in formula (12):
Fig. 2. Carbon emissions from the sub-regions of eastern, central
and western China.
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in the eastern, central and western parts of China are
shown in Fig. 2.
As seen in Fig. 1, carbon emissions show a gradual
increasing trend, and after 2011 the carbon emissions
have a significant downward trend, which may be caused
by the effective implementation of the government's
policies on emission reduction control. With the
development of the economy, energy consumption is
still dominated by fossil fuel, and carbon emissions
still show an overall upward trend. In Fig. 2, the overall
trend of carbon emissions from the perspective of east
to west shows that the eastern carbon emissions are

(14)

Results and Discussion
Results and Analysis of Carbon Emission
Measurement
The results of carbon emissions are shown in
Fig. 1. The comparative results of carbon emissions

Table 3. Comparison of the trend of carbon emissions and their influencing factors in each region
Regions

Carbon emission

Energy intensity

Economic
development

Beijing

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

Fall and then rise Rise and then fall

Tianjin

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

Fall and then rise

rise

Fall and then rise

Hebei

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

rise

rise

fall

shanxi

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

Rise and then fall

Neimenggu

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

Fall and then rise

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Fall and then rise

Jilin

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

Fall and then rise

Heilongjiang

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

fall

rise

Rise and then fall

Liaoning

Shanghai

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

Fall and then rise

Jianhsu

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

Zhejiang

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

Urbanization

People scale

Fall and then rise Fall and then rise
fall

rise

fall

fall
Rise and then fall

Anhui

rise

fall

rise

Fujan

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Jiangxi

rise

fall

rise

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Shandong

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

Fall and then rise

rise

fall

Henan

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

rise

fall

fall

Hubei

Rise and then fall

fall

fall

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Hunan

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

Guangdong

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

fall

rise

rise

Guangxi

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

rise

Fall and then rise

Rise and then fall

Hainan

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

rise

Fall and then rise

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

fall

Sichuan

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

fall

fall

Guizhou

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

rise

rise

fall

Rise and then fall

Yunnan

Rise and then fall

fall

rise

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Shan’xi

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

rise

Rise and then fall

Fall and then rise

rise

Fall and then rise

fall

Chongqing

Gansu

fall
fall

Rise and then fall Rise and then fall

Rise and then fall Fall and then rise

Energy structure

Rise and then fall Fall and then rise

Rise and then fall

Rise and then fall

Qinghai

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

rise

fall

Ningxia

rise

fall

rise

Rise and then fall

rise

rise

Xinjiang

rise

fall

rise

rise

rise

Fall and then rise
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higher than the central, and the western is the lowest.
Their proportion of carbon emissions in the regions
to the total are respectively around 48.7%, 34.0% and
17.3%. The reason for increasing carbon emissions
in central and western China year by year lies in the
fact that the policies for promoting the development of
the western regions and the rise of the central regions
stimulate regional economic growth, which brings
about an increase of carbon emissions at the same time.
From the perspective of industrial transfer, the eastern
regions first develop, and the policy in the eastern
regions may lead to some high-emission industries
transfer to the central and western regions, which may
promote the economic development of the central and
western regions. And then the central and western
regions may become the "pollution of heaven". In order
to avoid them becoming the "pollution paradise" and
promote the high quality development of China, it is
urgent to analyze the key factors of carbon emissions.

Decomposition Results and Analysis of Carbon
Emission Factors in Different Regions
According to the above setting of LMDI
decomposition model, taking 2003 as the base period,

the total effect of carbon emissions can be decomposed
into energy intensity, economic development,
urbanization, population size and energy structure.
The comparative results of carbon emissions and
their influencing factors in each region are shown in
Table 3, according to which, compared with the base
period, most of the total effects of carbon emissions
in each region are increasing year by year, and the
contribution of energy intensity effect and economic
development effect to regional carbon emissions is
relatively obvious, followed by energy structure effect,
population size effect and urbanization effect. The
increasing state of the total effect reflects that the
effect of current carbon emission control is still much
higher than that in the base period. It also indicates
that the local government has taken better measures to
reduce carbon emissions, which have been effectively
controlled.

Evaluation Results and Analysis of Carbon Market
Policy Implementation
SCM proposed by Abadie et al. (2003 and 2010)
are used to estimate the policy effect. The pilots are
eliminated in the same period, and other regions without

Table 4. Weight determination of each synthetic pilot region.
Weight

Synthetic
Beijing

Synthetic
Shanghai

Synthetic
Guangdong

Synthetic
Tianjin

Synthetic
Hubei

Synthetic
Chongqing

Synthetic
Fujian

Yunnan

0

0

0

0

0

0.109

0

Neimenggu

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jilin

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.207

Sichuan

0

0

0.418

0

0.119

0

0.31

Ningxia

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.385

Anhui

0

0

0

0

0.327

0.155

0

Shandong

0

0

0.101

0

0

0

0

Shanxi

0

0.251

0

0

0.086

0

0.071

Guangxi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xinjiang

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Jiangsu

0

0

0.481

0

0

0

0

Jiangxi

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.002

Hebei

0

0

0

0

0.002

0

0

Henan

0

0

0

0

0.098

0

0

Zhejiang

0.202

0.217

0

0.125

0

0.076

0

Hainan

0

0

0

0

0.064

0

0.022

Hunan

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Gansu

0.039

0

0

0.473

0

0

0

Guizhou

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Liaoning

0

0

0

0

0.304

0

0

Shan’xi

0

0

0

0

0

0.085

0.003

Qinghai

0.759

0.532

0

0.297

0

0.575

0

Heilongjiang

0

0

0

0.105

0

0

0

Carbon
emission

7599.879

7092.397

14262.15

14083.11

31527.48

31091.11

9667.108

9628.792

22705.47

22659.86

8296.427

8406.564

13943.43

13787.29

Index

Real Beijing

Synthetic Beijing

Real Shanghai

Synthetic Shanghai

Real Guangdong

Synthetic Guangdong

Real Tianjin

Synthetic Tianjin

Real Hubei

Synthetic Hubei

Real Chongqing

Synthetic Chongqing

Real Fujian

Synthetic Fujian

0.0001242

0.0000468

0.0001064

0.0000304

0.0000701

0.0000588

0.0000911

0.0001113

0.0000425

0.0000461

0.000132

0.0001123

0.000132

0.0001306

Energy
intensity

11285.68

16045.02

11596.36

13045.37

11821.57

11737.99

11497.76

17084.99

14079.57

18197.92

12860.58

23699.06

12413.52

21924.12

Economic
development

Table 5. Comparison of results of real pilot and synthetic pilot indicators

0.9539037

0.9557915

0.606189

1.131519

0.9794388

0.918004

0.738527

0.8425893

0.9789316

1.136933

0.6440801

0.6880183

0.5067583

0.7267546

Urbanization

3597.26

3597.667

2453.559

2842.463

5554.648

5709.25

2409.052

1145.851

8027.433

8135.819

2258.386

2023.555

1548.936

1687.783

People scale

0.3067321

0.2748543

0.3835059

0.3307462

0.3193964

0.3192852

0.410973

0.2472624

0.3102219

0.1944309

0.429696

0.1386236

0.4400092

0.5488026

Energy structure

5264.883

5265.721

4715.143

5173.83

13078.93

13078.62

5801.699

6007.756

13992.54

18754.38

8249.124

6506.082

3938.945

6575.724

CO2(2001)

11319.76

11457.5

6889.971

6901.013

18472.63

18200.24

8592.107

8766.944

29499.07

30493.7

12029.35

14254.22

6175.758

7647.155

CO2(2005)

17180.97

17222.24

10569.82

11241.4

27112.8

25847.07

10897.54

11237.02

37350.38

36115.8

16623.31

15679.37

8604.025

8016.847

CO2(2009)

20873.67

20280.95

12613.43

11511.61

32995.83

33037.69

14081.63

13890.99

45280.57

42909.37

19531.86

17300.18

9859.324

7789.699

CO2(2012)
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Fig. 3. Real Beijing and synthetic Beijing carbon emissions.

Fig. 4. Real Shanghai and synthetic Shanghai carbon emissions

Fig. 5. Real Guangdong and synthetic Guangdong carbon
emissions.

carbon trading are used as the control group areas. The
control group is used to fit the anti-factual state of
carbon trading in pilots, and then the carbon emissions
in pilots are compared with those in real pilots so as to
obtain the emission reduction effect in pilots. Shenzhen
belongs to Guangdong Province, which cannot peel
away from Guangdong, so consider them together. The
key to SCM is to determine the specific weight of the
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Fig. 6. Real Tianjin and synthetic Tianjin carbon emissions.

Fig. 7. Real Hubei and synthetic Hubei carbon emissions.

Fig. 8. Real Chongqing and synthetic Chongqing carbon
emissions.

control group, and the results are shown in Table 4. The
real and synthetic indicators in each pilot are shown in
Table 5.
Using the carbon emission drivers decomposed by
LMDI and the carbon emissions in 2001, 2005, 2009 and
2012 as explanatory variables of the synthetic control
model, it draws the estimated results of the real pilots
and the synthetic pilots. Table 5 shows the comparison
between the real pilots and the synthetic pilots. 2013 as
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Fig. 9. Real Fujian and synthetic Fujian carbon emissions.

the policy implementation year, its real and synthetic
indicators are better in fitting effect, which can be a
better counter-factual state after the synthesis. The
policy effect of each pilot can be intuitively expressed by
Figs 3-9, which show 2013 as the policy implementation
year, which better fits the synthetic pilots before
the implementation of the overall effect of carbon
emissions. It indicates that SCM can better replicate the
growth path of carbon emissions in pilots. The amount
of synthetic control after the implementation of the
policy is higher than the real carbon emissions, and the
difference is gradually becoming larger. The difference
is the effect of emission reduction, and the pilots have
an obvious emission reduction effect, which indicates
that carbon emissions have been generally reduced after
the implementing the carbon trading policy in Beijing,
Tianjin, Guangdong, Hubei, Chongqing and Fujian.

Placebo Test
From the results in the previous section, we
concluded that the policy effect of China’s pilot carbon
trading policy is significant. Fig. 10 takes Guangdong
(Shenzhen) as an example to carry out the corresponding

Fig. 10. Placebo test of carbon trading policy effect (taking
Guangdong as an example).

significance test, in which the black solid line is the
policy effect of the pilot carbon market in Guangdong,
and the other light-colored lines are the pseudo-policy
effects obtained by the pseudo-intervention individuals
in other 22 regions. If the original assumption that the
carbon trading policy has no impact on the carbon
emissions in pilots is valid, the estimated policy effect
path should be more likely to appear. But in Fig. 10,
the black solid line is in the more extreme part of all
the path distributions, and only one region is under
the black solid line. So in the absence of the original
assumption, the probability of the real policy effect
should be 1/23, that is, 4.35%, which is significant at the
significance level of 5% and it can reject the original
assumption that there is no policy effect. In this paper,
the screening conditions selected in the placebo test are
as follows. The mean square prediction error (MSPE)
before intervention is less than twice as much as the
MSPE in the treatment area. The placebo test results
of carbon trading policy in Guangdong (Shenzhen) are
shown in Fig. 10, and the placebo test results in other
pilots are omitted here.

Conclusions
Conclusions can be drawn as follows. Firstly, carbon
emissions in China show an increasing trend year by
year, and there is obviously a state of high in the east
and low in the west. As the largest carbon emitter in the
world, energy consumption in China is still dominated
by coal, which is bound to lead to an increase in carbon
emissions year by year. China's development strategy
is ‟to take the lead in developing the eastern region,
to promote the large-scale development of the western
region as a whole, to revitalize the northeast in an allaround way and to rise in the central region”. Therefore,
in the developed regions energy consumption is
relatively large and its population density is high, which
makes the carbon emissions in the eastern regions
larger than those in the central or western regions. With
the development of national strategy, inter-regional
economic coordination and the promotion of low-carbon
concepts, the growth rate of carbon emissions will
slow down, while the difference of carbon emissions
among regions will be gradually reduced. Secondly, the
driving factors of carbon emissions in this paper are
mainly energy structure, energy intensity, economic
development, urbanization and population size.
They have great contributions on carbon emissions.
Driving economic development, promoting technical
progress, reducing energy intensity, accelerating the
process of urbanization and giving full play to the
advantages of population size are very important for
low-carbon development in regions. Thirdly, after
China implementing the pilot carbon market policy, the
carbon emissions in pilots generally show a downward
trend, which indicates that the policy of carbon trading
is effective. And it is of great significance for carbon

How Carbon Trading Reduces China’s...
abatement to establish and improve the perfect national
unified carbon market in China. In order to perfect the
national unified carbon market we can fully consider the
regional characteristics and factors of carbon emissions
to formulate regional carbon trading policy.
Recommendations are as follows. Firstly, it should
speed up the coordinated development among regions,
and consider the effective control while paying attention
to economic development. It can give full play to
the advantages of the regions, promote the emission
reduction of backward areas from the advanced areas,
form a benign situation of economic development and
ecological security, and avoid the old road of "pollution
first and then controlling". Secondly, the key to
effective governance of carbon abatement is to clear the
important drivers of carbon emissions in these regions.
There are obvious individual characteristics in different
parts of China, so the contributions of the factors to
carbon emissions in different regions is different under
the complete decomposition of LMDI. It is necessary
for the local government to provide specific emission
reduction rules on the basis of the overall reduction
strategy of the central government so as to achieve the
goal of global climate temperature control. Thirdly,
in the process of popularizing the carbon market, it
can improve carbon trading mechanisms according to
the developing characteristics and emission reduction
policies in each region. It is necessary to make full
use of carbon trading to realize the effective control of
emissions, which is a method for low transaction cost
and high emission reduction efficiency.
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